9. Lāocoönta serpentēs medium corporis amplectentēs immēnsibus orbibus līgant.
active voice
The snakes, embracing the middle of his body, bind Laocoon with
their huge coils.
10. Anguēs parva nātōrum corpora amplexī miserōs artūs dēpāscuntur.
passive in form, active in meaning
The snakes having embraced the small bodies of the sons feed upon
their miserable/pitiable limbs.

ESSAY P. 264
The description of the snakes and their actions (lines 201–222) is extraordinarily vivid. How does Vergil achieve this effect? What senses does his description include? Present your response in a well-organized essay.
Support your assertions with references drawn from throughout the passage. All Latin words must be copied or their line numbers provided, AND
they must be translated or paraphrased closely enough so that it is clear you
understand the Latin. Direct your answer to the question; do not merely summarize the passage. Please write your essay on a separate piece of paper.

TEACHER BY THE WAY
p. 264
Students may approach this essay in a variety of ways. The most obvious ways are either to organize their essay by commenting largely
line-by-line on visual and auditory descriptions that contribute to
the vividness of the passage, or to structure their essays in two parts
focusing on the visual in one section and the auditory in the other.
Students should note one or two literary devices that contribute to
making this passage so vivid, such as sibilance, alliteration, hyperbaton, and the like.
The narration of the death of Laocoon and his sons is dramatic and intense.
By introducing the passage with the word ecce (line 203), addressed to the
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reader, Vergil makes the description to follow more immediate. Aeneas says
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that he shudders just recalling
the event, horrēscō referēns (line 204), and
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of hyperbaton (geminī . . . anguēs lines 203–204). He underlines the bloodthirsty nature of the serpents by the use of words like sanguineae (line 207)
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and sanguine (line 210). We hear the serpents, with the hissing coming from
both the waves and their mouths, fit sonitus (line 209), sībila . . . ōra (line 211),
and the sibilant sonitus spūmante salō (line 209), and we hear Laocoon’s desperate roar, clāmōrēs . . . horrendōs (line 222). We see the snakes making their
way to shore, with their burning eyes suffused with fire and blood and licking
their hissing mouths with their darting tongues. The sinuous curves of the
snakes are emphasized by orbibus (line 204), sinuat (line 208), volūmine (line
208), implicat (line 215), spīrīs (line 217) and nōdōs (line 220). The picture
Vergil paints of the poisonous snakes binding Laocoon with their coils and
overwhelming him also is quite graphic (216–222). Vergil elicits sympathy
for Laocoon’s sons by the use of the adjective parva to describe their bodies
(lines 213–214), and miserōs to describe their limbs (line 215).

SCANSION P. 264
Name the meter and scan the following lines.
The meter is dactylic hexameter.
l
l l k k l kk l l lk k lx
Ecc(e) autem gemin(ī) ā Tenedō tranquilla per alta
k
k
l l l kk l l l l l k k l x
horrescō referēns immēnsis orbibus anguēs
l l l kk l kk l
l lk k l x
incumbent pelagō pariterqu(e) ad lītera tendunt;
k

ORAL ACTIVITY
The teacher may instruct students after they have scanned the lines above on
paper to read these lines aloud, remembering to observe the metrical pattern,
to pronounce the elisions correctly (see Appendix B for more information on
elisions), and to pause at the major caesura in each line.

ENGLISH DERIVATIVES
Student List:
sacerdōs – sacerdotal
taurus – tauriform, taurine, tauromachy, Taurus
incumbō – incumbent, incumbency
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pectus – expectorate,
pectoral
sanguineus – consanguinity, sanguinary, sanguine
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spūmō – spume, spumoni, spumescent
sufficiō – suffice, sufficiency, sufficient
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